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A number of the headwinds facing EMs are already reflected 

in company valuations—and some are even beginning to fade, 

suggesting that EM equities may be close to a turning point.
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Figure 1:  EM Equities Remain in a Bear Market

Source: Barings; MSCI; Factset. As of September 30, 2022.
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Following the COVID-19 liquidity-fueled rebound of 2020, emerging markets (EM) equities 

peaked in February 2021 before entering what has now become the longest-running bear 

market in the index’s post-1995 history. This short paper aims to explain the factors that have 

worked against EM equities and highlight a number of signals that we as investors are looking 

for to confirm a sustainable turning point for the asset class.

Challenges Facing EM Equities

The peak in the MSCI EM Index in February 2021 coincided with the beginning of a withdrawal 

of some of the stimulus injected into EM economies during 2020. Chinese policymakers, 

encouraged by the swift recovery in the economy and mindful of the potential inflationary 

threat, moved quickly to remove excess liquidity from the local money market and pulled back 

on fiscal spending. Other EM countries, such as Brazil, followed shortly thereafter. Investors 

soon began to interpret this policy pivot as a headwind for economic activity and corporate 

earnings progression across EM, which has indeed proved to be correct. 

Another factor that impacted investor sentiment in EMs was a deterioration in the outlook for 

the largest EM market: Chinese equities. This began with increased regulatory intervention on 

some of the well-owned secular growth sectors such as internet platforms, private education 

and, to a lesser extent, health care. Additional China-specific challenges, which have appeared 

over the past two years, include trade tensions with the U.S., de-listing risks for Chinese ADR 

stocks, a residential property market downturn due to policy over-tightening and, more 

recently, a reluctance to abandon the zero tolerance COVID-19 policy.

The war in Ukraine has also weighed heavily on EMs, both directly on Russian equities and 

indirectly in the form of growing inflationary pressures, accelerating developed market 

monetary tightening, and weakening global economic activity. This in turn has had a negative 

impact on EM equity valuations, as well as on revenue and profit margins for EM companies.
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Finally, the U.S. dollar has continued to appreciate following 

the ending of quantitative easing by the U.S. Federal Reserve. 

Historically, EM equities have struggled during a strong U.S. 

dollar environment (Figure 2)—and this occasion has proven 

no different.

Many Headwinds Are Reflected in Valuations

Given the challenges outlined above, it is easy to understand 

why EM equities remain out of favor. However, as long-

term investors, it is also important to recognize that these 

headwinds are now well-known and already reflected in 

earnings expectations and valuations of EM equities. For 

instance, earnings expectations for 2022 and 2023 have 

declined by approximately 20% over the past two years 

(Figure 3), while valuations as measured by the price-to-

book ratio are near previous crisis lows (Figure 4). This 

resetting of expectations to a much lower level raises the 

potential to positively surprise at some point in the near to 

medium term.

In addition, we note that some of the headwinds facing 

EMs are beginning to fade. In China, for example, fiscal and 

monetary policy has already turned modestly expansionary 

in response to the weak domestic economy, while in Brazil, 

the central bank has signaled that interest rates may have 

peaked due to easing inflationary pressures. We expect to 

see similar dovish developments in other EM countries over 

the next year. 

Looking specifically at China, the regulatory review and 

implementation appears largely complete, while significant 

progress has been made toward satisfying the SEC’s 

requirements for auditing Chinese companies with ADR 

listings. The residential property sector, however, remains 

fragile, but recent policy initiatives should help improve 

funding for developers while lower mortgage rates may lift 

transaction volumes. These developments will be monitored 

closely by investors over the coming months, as will China’s 

zero tolerance COVID policy. Any positive development on 

either or both is likely to be well-received by investors. 

Figure 2:  EM Equities Tend to Decline Amid U.S. Dollar Strength

Figure 3:  EM Equities Earnings Expectations Decline

Figure 4:  Price-to-Book Ratio Near Previous Crisis Lows

Source: Barings; MSCI; Factset. As of September 30, 2022.

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P.; J.P. Morgan. As of September 30, 2022.

Source: Barings; MSCI; Factset. As of September 30, 2022.
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In the near term, global inflationary pressures and monetary tightening concerns are 

likely to keep volatility elevated across equity markets, until investors have an inflection 

point in sight, which could potentially coincide with a peak in U.S. dollar strength. As 

fundamental, bottom-up investors, we will not attempt to forecast when this point 

could occur—but based on experience, we are confident that it will act as an additional 

positive driver for EM equities performance.

Our Approach

In the meantime, we will continue to follow our investment process which is 

underpinned by long-term, forward-looking fundamental company research produced 

by our large and highly experienced EM equity team. Unsurprisingly, following the 

market decline over the past two years, our process is now identifying many under-

valued investment opportunities across the EM equity universe today. Our long-term 

approach enables us to avoid the distraction of the near-term unpredictability and 

volatility of markets, and focus on where the future earnings potential is not fully 

reflected in company share prices. In our opinion, this is the most effective way to 

potentially deliver excess returns.  

“Following the market decline over the past two years, our
process is now identifying many under-valued investment

opportunities across the EM equity universe today.” 
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